We study the end-to-end distribution function for dilute polymers. We present a computation to order O(ǫ 2 ), ǫ = 4 − d, and discuss in detail its asymptotic behaviour for small and large distances. The theoretical predictions are compared with Monte Carlo results, finding good agreement.
Introduction
The statistical properties of dilute polymers in good solvents have been the subject of extensive studies during the years [1] [2] [3] [4] . A significant understanding of the problem was reached when it was realized that long polymers could be modelled by chains with an excluded-volume interaction. This allowed the introduction of simplified theoretical models which could be analyzed more easily. From a theoretical point of view, an important step forward was made by de Gennes [5] , who proved that the statistical properties of polymers could be obtained as the limit N → 0 of the N-component φ 4 theory, opening the field to the many methods that were developed at the time for the study of the critical behaviour of spin systems.
In this paper we consider the end-to-end distribution function (EEDF). During the last thirty years a lot of work has been devoted to the study of this quantity. Exact results were obtained in Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and many numerical studies checked some of the theoretical predictions [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In particular, these works tried to understand which of the several phenomenological expressions [21] provided the best description of the numerical data. The proposal by Mazur [8] was clearly excluded [15] , while the theoretically motivated form of McKenzie and Moore [9] and des Cloizeaux [3, 11] was confirmed to a good accuracy [17, 18, 20] . It is interesting to notice that a precise knowledge of the EEDF could be relevant in experimental studies. Indeed, as observed by des Cloizeaux and Jannink [3] , the EEDF could be determined from scattering experiments with a dilute solution of polymers with marked endpoints. A measurement of the scattered intensity at small angles would determine the EEDF in the large-momentum region. This would provide an estimate of the critical exponent γ, which is otherwise inaccessible experimentally.
In this paper we reconsider the problem of the determination of the EEDF. We extend the ǫ-expansion calculations of Ref. [22] to order ǫ 2 and give perturbative expansions for the quantities that characterize the asymptotic behaviour for small and large distances. Using the ǫ-expansion we can show that the phenomenological parametrization of [9, 11] is essentially exact for distances much larger than the correlation length -the expected discrepancy is of order 1-5% in the region accessible to simulations -while in the opposite range the discrepancy should be (at most) of order 10%. We also give theoretical expressions for several quantities derived from the EEDF. Using precise Monte Carlo estimates of the critical exponents, we derive accurate theoretical predictions for the asymptotic behaviour of the EEDF. The theoretical estimates are compared with numerical results obtained from a simulation of self-avoiding walks on a cubic lattice, finding good agreement.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we introduce our notations and definitions and review the exact results that are available for the EEDF. In Sec. 3 we report our computation of the EEDF to order ǫ 2 . Only the results are given, the technical details being presented in the Appendix. In Sec. 4 we obtain estimates for the asymptotic behaviour of the EEDF using the Laplace-de Gennes transform. Finally in Sec. 5 we discuss the numerical results.
Definitions
We consider a monodisperse ensemble of polymers with N monomers. If r is the vector joining the endpoints of the walk, we will be interested in computing the unnormalized distribution c N (r) [23] of the endpoint vector. We also introduce a normalized distribution P N (r) = c N (r) In the limit N → ∞, |r| → ∞, with |r|N −ν fixed, the function P N (r) has the scaling form [7, 9, 11] 
where ρ = r/ξ N , ρ = |ρ|, d is the space dimensionality, and ∆ is a correction-toscaling exponent. By definition 6) where S d is the volume of the d-dimensional sphere
Several facts are known about f (ρ). For large values of ρ it behaves as [6, 7, 9, 11] 
where σ and δ are given by
9)
For ρ → 0, we have [9, 11] 
where
We can also consider the Fourier transform of f (ρ), (2.13) which is the critical (large-N) limit of c N (q)/ c N (0) with Q ≡ qξ N fixed, c N (q) being the Fourier transform of c N (r). For Q → 0, f (Q) has a regular expansion in powers of Q 2 , while for Q 2 → ∞ it behaves as
14)
The constants f ∞ and f 0 are related. Indeed
A phenomenological representation for the function f (ρ) has been proposed by McKenzie and Moore [9] and des Cloizeaux [3] :
Here δ and θ are fixed by (2.9) and (2.12), while f ph and D ph are fixed by the normalization conditions (2.5) and (2.6):
17)
In two dimensions 20) while in three dimensions, using the precise estimate ν = 0.58758 ± 0.00007 [24] and our result [25] In order to improve the approximation, one can also take θ and δ as free parameters, and determine them by fitting numerical estimates of f (ρ). However, once θ and δ are given, D ph and f ph are uniquely determined by (2.21) and (2.22) . In the following we will indicate with phenomenological representation the function (2.16) with δ and θ fixed to their theoretical values. For the purpose of computing D and δ from Monte Carlo data, it is much easier to consider the "wall-to-wall" distribution function 23) which represents the probability that the endpoint of the walk lies on a plane at a distance x from the origin of the walk. In the large-N limit, P N,w (x) has the scaling form
We will show in Sec. 4 that for large ρ we have 25) where δ is given by (2.9), D is the same constant appearing in Eq. (2.8), and
We will now derive the EEDF f (ρ) using a continuum description and the standard ǫ-expansion. We start from the Edwards' path integral [26] for the probability distribution function of the end-to-end distance r of a chain with contour length N in d space dimensions
(3.1) Here x(s) is the position vector of the arc-length position s of the chain, the integral over D[x] represents the summation over all possible configurations between the two ends of the chain, and w is the unrenormalized strength of the excluded-volume interaction. We use adimensional units setting the Kuhn step length equal to 2d.
In this Section we report the computation of the EEDF f (ρ) to order ǫ 2 , where as usual ǫ = 4 − d, extending the results of Ref. [22] . The diagrams that need to be computed are reported in Fig. 1 . We obtain:
• Graph (a)
• Graph (c)
The functions g 1 (Nq 2 ), g 2 (Nq 2 ), g 3 (Nq 2 ), N 2 (Nq 2 ), and N 3 (Nq 2 ), are defined in the Appendix. The result for diagram (d) depends apparently on an arbitrary parameter r; note that the functions N 2 (Nq 2 ) and N 3 (Nq 2 ) depend also on r in such a way to make the final result independent of r. In principle r can be set to any value. We have kept it arbitrary, in order to have a check of the calculations: indeed the final results must not depend on r. At two loops we obtain for the unrenormalized c N (q)
The computation of the universal EEDF goes through several steps. First of all, we compute the correlation length ξ N using the definition (2.3) and then we express N in terms of ξ N . We obtain
where 
Substituting this expression into Eq. (3.6), c N (q) becomes a series in wξ ǫ N , with coefficients depending on the combination qξ N ≡ Q. One can then compute f(Q) = c N (q)/ c N (0). This quantity, once expressed in terms of Q, requires only a renormalization of the interaction strength w in order to be finite. In the minimal subtraction scheme we have [3, 27] 
The expansion in terms of w R is finite. The critical theory is obtained replacing w R with its fixed-point value w * R ,
The final result can be written in the form
where, for any function h(Q 2 ), we define
From the results reported in the Appendix one can derive the asymptotic behaviour of f (Q) in the limits Q → 0 and Q → ∞. For Q → 0 we have 
For Q 2 → ∞ we have
where terms of order log Q 2 /(Q 2 ) 3 have been discarded. The function f (ρ) can be derived from f (Q). We will be interested in its asymptotic behaviour for ρ → ∞.
Using the results of the Appendix, a lengthy computation gives
Since only three terms are available, it is difficult to obtain reliable estimates from these expansions. Setting simply ǫ = 1, we obtain
We have also used the resummation method of Ref. [30] , which takes into account the singularity structure of the Borel transform of the perturbative series. We obtain [31] f ∞ ≈ −0.089 ± 0.017,
The ratio f ∞ /f 0 can be determined precisely using Eq. (2.15) and the precise Monte Carlo determinations of the critical exponents:
We can use this result to test the accuracy of the estimates (3.23) and (3.24) . Using Eq. 
Asymptotic behaviour via Laplace-de Gennes transform
Improved estimates of the asymptotic behaviour of f (ρ) can be obtained from the precise results that have been derived for O(N) spin models, using the Laplace-de Gennes transform method [3, 5, 11] . We introduce in d dimensions the two-point function 2) and the correlation length
In the critical limit G(r; β) and G(q; β) have the scaling form [32, 33] G(r; β) 
The coefficients b n , n = 2, 3, 4, 5 have been computed [34] in the ǫ-expansion up to O(ǫ 4 ) and [35] in the fixed-dimension expansion in d = 3 up to O(g 5 ). It turns out they are extremely small and satisfy b 2 ≫ b 3 ≫ b 4 . . .. For b 2 the explicit formulae are
Here g is the renormalized four-point coupling [36] constant whose critical value [30, [37] [38] [39] [40] , in the normalization we use, is g * ≈ 1.39. The expansions for b 2 , b 3 , . . ., can be resummed using the method of Ref. [30] , obtaining [35] 
. An exact-enumeration study confirmed these results and gave the bound −3 · 10 −4 ∼ < b 2 ∼ < 0. In two dimensions estimates have been obtained from the analysis [41] of exact-enumeration expansions on the triangular, square and honeycomb lattices: b 2 ≈ 0.00015 (20) , |b 3 | ∼ < 3 · 10 −5 . In the following we will not need the explicit values of the constants b i . Indeed they are too small to give any numerically important effect. Thus, for Q → 0, we can approximate D −1 (Q) with 1 + Q 2 . For Q ≫ 1, the behaviour of D(Q) is predicted by a short-distance renormalizationgroup analysis [42, 43] and one has
The exponents η and α are related to the exponents γ and ν by
The constants D 0 , D 1 and D 2 have been computed in the ǫ-expansion [33, 34] :
12)
The coefficients D 13 and D 23 are not known but satisfy the relation:
Resumming the perturbative series, we obtain
Using the longer series for D 1 + D 2 we obtain D 1 + D 2 ≈ −0.97 ± 0.02. It has been remarked by Aharony and Fisher [33] that one can also rewrite 16) and thus, for d = 3, using the known values of the critical exponents, we obtain a similar estimate D 1 ≈ 0.67. Finally one can determine the large-ρ behaviour of D(ρ). For ρ → ∞, using the notations of Ref. [35] , we have
where A * and S M are non-perturbative constants. The constant A * can be related to the residue S * Z of the propagator at the mass pole. It is given by
One obtains
The constants S * Z and S * M have been computed [35] in the ǫ-expansion up to O(ǫ 4 ) and in the expansion in fixed dimension d = 3 up to O(g 4 ):
It is evident from these expansions that both constants are one with very small corrections. Resumming the expansions, we obtain in three dimensions S *
. In two dimensions estimates have been obtained from the analysis of exact-enumeration expansions [41] :
. From the asymptotic behaviour of D(ρ) we obtain corresponding predictions for f (ρ), using the fact that [3, 11] c N (r) = 1 2πi
We report here the results; the derivations can be found e.g. in [3, 11] . We begin by computing the large-Q behaviour of f(Q). Using Eq. (4.8) we obtain the expression (2.14) with
Using the numerical values of the exponents, we obtain in two dimensions
and in three dimensions
Using Eq. (2.15), we obtain correspondingly 31) in two and three dimensions respectively. In two dimensions we do not have any prediction for D 1 , but, on the basis of the ǫ-expansion result, we expect D 1 to be of order 1, so that a reasonable guess is −0.05 ∼ < f ∞ ∼ < −0.15 and 0.02 ∼ < f 0 ∼ < 0.07. In three dimensions, using D 1 ≈ 0.71 ± 0.04, we obtain f ∞ ≈ −0.088 ± 0.006 and f 0 ≈ 0.018 ± 0.001. These estimates are in good agreement with the results obtained in Sec. 3. It is interesting to compare the small-ρ behaviour of f ph (ρ) with that of the exact function f (ρ). Using Eq. (2.16), we obtain f 0,ph ≈ f ph 2 θ ≈ 0.0193, which does not differ significantly from the estimate of f 0 reported above. We can also compare the two predictions within the ǫ-expansion. We have 32) which shows that the phenomenological approximation is essentially correct, with an expected discrepancy of order 10%. Using the expansion (4.17), one obtains the asymptotic behaviour (2.8) where f ∞ and D are given by
Using the values of S * M and S * Z we have reported before and the values of the exponents γ and ν we get in two dimensions: Notice that the estimates of D and f ∞ would not have significantly changed, had we used the Gaussian values S * M = S * Z = 1. In three dimensions the error is dominated by the error on γ and ν.
We can also use Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34) to derive ǫ-and g-expansions for D and f ∞ . We obtain in 4 − ǫ dimensions
Resumming the expansions using the method of Ref. [30] , we obtain in the two cases: the ǫ-expansion gives D = 0.1461±0.0040, f ∞ = 0.0138±0.006, while the g-expansion gives D = 0.1445 ± 0.0015, f ∞ = 0.01602 ± 0.00010. These results are less accurate than the previous ones, that were obtained using the precise Monte Carlo estimates of the critical exponents. Note that the estimate of f ∞ obtained using the ǫ-expansion is not compatible, with the quoted error bars, with the estimate (4.42). This is not surprising since in the expansion (4.44) all coefficients have the same sign: therefore, a Borel resummation based on the large-order behaviour of the coefficients (that predicts coefficients alternating in sign) is not expected to work well. It is interesting to compare the estimates (4.41) and (4.42) with the phenomenological approximation (2.21) and (2.22) . It is remarkable that the discrepancy is so tiny, precisely of 0.8% for D and of 1.1% for f ∞ . Also in two dimensions the phenomenological approximation works reasonably well: the discrepancy is of 5% for D and of 9% for f ∞ . This nice agreement can be understood within the ǫ-expansion.
The ǫ-expansions of D and f ∞ and of their phenomenological approximations D ph and f ph differ by terms that are very small. Setting ǫ = 1, one finds an expected difference of order 1%, in agreement with the estimates above.
Notice that also the exponent σ does not differ significantly from θ in three dimensions. This explains the success of the phenomenological approximation (2.16) for ρ → ∞. Indeed, in this range of values of ρ, we have
(4.50)
However f (5) ≈ 2·10 −5 , and f (10) ≈ 8·10 −19 , so that in practice f (ρ) can be sampled up to ρ ≈ 5-6. Therefore, in the region accessible to numerical simulations, f ph (ρ) provides an accurate description of the large-ρ behaviour of the EEDF.
Finally, we can use (4.5) to get predictions for the moments of f (ρ). It is simple to show that the invariant ratios
where, we have neglected all b n with n ≥ 3 and all powers of b 2 . Notice that Eq. (4.52) is exact for k = 2. Again, we can compare the exact expression (4.52) with the prediction obtained by using the phenomenological representation (2.16):
Numerically we have in three dimensions: The phenomenological predictions show very small differences with respect to the exact ones, providing further support for the phenomenological function (2.16). We can also consider the "wall-to-wall" distribution P N,w (x). It is easy to see that for large ρ we have
where D and δ are given by (2.9) and (4.33) and
(4.60)
In two dimensions we obtain 
Monte Carlo study of the distribution function
The EEDF has been extensively studied numerically in three dimensions. The Monte Carlo work essentially focused on the exponents and verified that the data could be well described by the phenomenological expression (2.16). Baumgärtner [14] computed the exponent δ obtaining δ = 2.44 ± 0.05, All estimates but the last one do not differ sensibly from our theoretical results for σ and θ, and as expected, they lie between these two estimates. The estimate of Ref. [19] is instead too low; probably, the numerical data are affected by large corrections to scaling.
In this Section we want to extend these numerical analyses, checking the renormalization-group predictions presented in the previous Sections. We will not use the phenomenological expression (2.16), but we will compute the exponents δ, σ, and θ studying the large-ρ and small-ρ behaviour of the EEDF. At the same time we will be able to compute the constants f 0 , f ∞ and D and to compare them with the theoretical predictions.
In order to compute the EEDF, we have generated N-step self-avoiding walks on a three dimensional cubic lattice, using the pivot algorithm [44] [45] [46] [47] . Since in three dimensions corrections to scaling are particularly strong, we generated long walks with 500 ≤ N ≤ 32000.
First of all, we have checked the prediction (4.52) for the invariant ratios M 2k , for k = 2, 3, 4, 5. In Table 1 we report the Monte Carlo estimates of M 2k for various values of N. We have performed the extrapolation to N → ∞ using
3)
The final estimates are compatible with the less precise results of Ref. [15] and are in very good agreement with the theoretical predictions. The corrections to scaling appear to be quite important: we estimate ∆ ≈ 0.55 ± 0.08, in agreement with the renormalization-group and Monte Carlo predictions [48] . Note that, at our level of precision, the phenomenological predictions (4.53) are not consistent with the numerical data.
It is interesting to observe that we can use Eq. (4.52) to obtain independent estimates of the critical exponents. For instance, using b 2 = −(3 ± 1) · 10 −4 [35] , ν = 0.58758 ± 0.00007 [24] , and the Monte Carlo result for M * 4 , we obtain γ = 1.1576 ± 0.0013, (5.4) which is in perfect agreement with the more precise estimate of Ref. [25] . It should be noticed that most of the error on γ is due to the error on M * 4 , and, indeed, with the existing estimates of ν and b 2 , it is possible to obtain with this method an estimate of γ as precise as that given in Ref. [25] . By considering M * 4 and M * 6 one can try to estimate ν and γ simultaneously. One obtains ν = 0.588(6), γ = 1.159 (24) . Finally, using the estimates of γ and ν and our Monte Carlo result for M * 4 , we obtain a bound on b 2 . We get |b 2 | < 1.4 · 10 −3 . In addition to M 2k , one can consider the invariant ratios
The rotational invariance of the critical limit gives
In Table 2 we report the estimates of the ratios R 2k for k = 2, 3, 4, 5 and several values of N. Notice that, in this case, corrections to scaling are practically absent. This is in agreement with the analysis of Ref. [35] which showed that quantities like R 2k have corrections of the form N ρ with ρ ≈ 2ν. Thus, they are much smaller than the standard corrections which behave as N −∆ ∼ N −0.5 . Let us now consider the EEDF. The computation of P N (x) from the Monte Carlo data is straightforward, but it is less clear how to estimate the error bars. If the walks are generated independently, andp(x) is the estimate of P N (x), the error is
where N M C is the number of Monte Carlo iterations. In our case, however, the walks are not generated independently. Therefore, one should take into account the autocorrelation time of the algorithm and the fact that estimates at different values of x are correlated. In practice it is not feasible to take into account all these effects. We have simply observed that since global observables decorrelate after a few accepted pivot moves, a reasonable estimate of the errors can be obtained by replacing in Eq. (5.7) N M C with f N N M C , where f N is the acceptance fraction of the algorithm. Correlations between different points are neglected. The functions f (ρ) and f w (ρ) are reported in Figs. 2 and 3 . The data fall on a single curve as expected: within the accuracy of the plot, no corrections to scaling are visible, but, as we shall discuss later, corrections are present if one looks at the data in more detail.
Let us now study the asymptotic behaviour of the EEDF. We will begin by considering the wall-to-wall EEDF f w (ρ). In order to study its large-ρ behaviour, we have performed two different sets of fits:
In the first fit we have neglected the power term ρ σw that appears in the asymptotic behaviour of f w (ρ), in the second one we have taken this term into account using the theoretical prediction for σ w , Eq. (4.63). For ρ → ∞, both fits should give the correct result for D and δ, while only the second one gives a correct estimate of f w,∞ . There are two types of systematic errors in these fits. First, there are scaling corrections: the scaling curve is obtained only in the limit N → ∞. Secondly, there are non-asymptotic corrections: Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) are valid only asymptotically for ρ → ∞. In order to detect scaling corrections, we have performed fits at fixed values of N. Then, we have compared the results, looking for systematic variations of the estimates with the length of the walk. The final result is obtained including in the fit only walks with N ≥ N min , where N min is chosen so that the estimates for all N ≥ N min are independent of N within error bars. A similar strategy has been used to detect non-asymptotic effects: we have performed several fits using in each case only data with ρ ≥ ρ min . Looking at the variation of the estimates with ρ min , we can estimate the non-asymptotic corrections. The results of the fits for fixed values of N and for three different values of ρ min are reported in Table 3 . Apparently, with the present statistical accuracy, they do not depend on N, except perhaps N = 500: indeed the estimate of δ for N = 500 is slightly higher than the estimates obtained for larger values of N, while the estimate of D is slightly smaller. One may suspect that the results for N = 500 show scaling corrections of size comparable with the statistical error. For this reason, our final estimates are obtained using all data with N ≥ 1000 only. We obtain from the first fit which is in good agreement with the estimate (4.64). In order to estimate σ w and f w,∞ , we have performed fits of the form log f w (ρ) exp(Dρ δ ) = log f w,∞ + σ w log ρ,
using the theoretical estimates of D and δ, for various values of ρ ≥ ρ min . These fits are extremely unstable. Indeed the EEDF drops rapidly to zero (see Fig. 3 ) so that the fit uses data in a small interval in which log ρ does not vary significantly. Results with reasonable errors can be obtained only for ρ min ∼ < 3, and thus we have analyzed the data with ρ min = 2, 2.5 and 3. The results for fixed values of N are reported in Table 4 The presence of confluent corrections and of non-asymptotic terms of opposite sign makes difficult to evaluate reliably σ w and f w,∞ : clearly large values of N are needed to see the scaling regime and large values of ρ are required to observe the correct asymptotic behaviour. From the results of the fits above we can conclude that there is a reasonable agreement between the theoretical estimates and the numerical results although a precise quantitative check is difficult. Let us now consider the distribution function f (ρ). In order to determine this function, we have computed the probability P n (r) from the Monte Carlo data. A graph of this quantity as a function of r 2 shows strong oscillations due to the underlying lattice structure. In order to reduce these effects, we have used a procedure analogous to that introduced in Ref. [17] . Given a number N sh , we define r 2 n = nN sh and an averaged distribution function 18) where N n is the number of lattice points in the shell r 2 n−1 < r 2 ≤ r 2 n . For N sh fixed, in the scaling limit |r| → ∞, N → ∞, with ρ fixed, P av N (r) converges to f (ρ), so that one can use the distribution (5.18) in order to compute the EEDF. The advantage is that lattice oscillations disappear in the averaging procedure. Of course, one should always check that the results do not depend on N sh . As expected, as long as the number of points falling in each shell is sufficiently large and √ N sh ≪ ξ N , the final estimates are not sensitive to N sh .
We have closely repeated the analysis performed for the wall-to-wall EEDF. The final results are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions, although the direct analysis of f (ρ) provides estimates with a larger error. First, we have performed two different sets of fits in order to determine D and δ. As before, we consider 20) for various values of ρ min . The second fit keeps into account the presence of ρ σ using the theoretical prediction for σ, Eq. (4.40). The results of the fits for fixed values of N and different N sh are reported in Table 5 . No significant dependence on N min and ρ min is visible in these results. Considering all data with N ≥ 1000, we obtain from the first fit From the second fit we can also estimate f ∞ . We obtain 25) in agreement with Eq. (4.42). It should be noted that all these fits have a very small χ 2 so that errors are probably overestimated. This is evident by the result themselves that agree with the theoretical expectations by a small fraction of the quoted error.
Finally, in order to obtain estimates of f ∞ and σ, we have performed a fit of the form log f (ρ) exp(Dρ δ ) = log f ∞ + σ log ρ, (5.26) using the theoretical estimates for D and δ, for various values of ρ ≥ ρ min (see Table  6 ). These fits become rapidly unstable with increasing ρ min . Nonetheless the final results are in reasonable agreement with the theoretical estimates even if one considers 1 ≤ ρ min ≤ 2. Fitting all data with N ≥ 1000, we obtain Therefore, we observe two opposite effects: σ increases with increasing ρ min because of non-asymptotic corrections in f (ρ), while it decreases with increasing N min because of corrections to scaling. Such a behaviour is not unexpected, since f w (ρ) was found to behave in exactly the same manner. For these reasons an accurate numerical check of the predictions for σ and f ∞ is difficult: it is however reassuring that all estimates are reasonably near the theoretical result.
Finally we have studied the behaviour of f (ρ) for ρ → 0. In this case we have performed fits of the form log f (ρ) = log f 1 + θ log ρ, The estimates of θ show a systematic variation with ρ max . For ρ max = 0.40, θ is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction. Of course, one can fear that by further decreasing ρ max , θ keeps on increasing. With the present data, it is impossibile to verify if this is the case. Indeed, a much larger statistics is required in order to see if the observed decrease is a true systematic effect or is due to the statistical fluctuations. The constant f 1 shows a similar trend. From f 1 we can compute f 0 = f 1 2 θ . Using the theoretical prediction for θ, we have f 0 = 0.0181(4), 0.0188(6), 0.0196 (14) , corresponding respectively to ρ max = 0.8, 0.6, 0.4. These estimates are in reasonable agreement with the theoretical results presented before that predicted 0.015 ∼ < f 0 ∼ < 0.019.
In conclusion, our Monte Carlo results confirm the theoretical results of the previous Sections. Notice that the theoretical predictions are more precise than the Monte Carlo estimates, in spite of the large statistics and of the very long walks used.
A Definitions and properties of the basic functions
In this Appendix we report the definitions and asymptotic expansions of the functions that appear in our two-loop computation of the end-to-end distribution function.
The expansion of N 1 (x) for large values of x is easily computed. Indeed, in this limit the relevant contribution is due to the region t ≈ 0. It is then enough to expand log |1 − t| in powers of t and integrate term by term. One obtains
where ψ(x) is the logarithmic derivative of Euler's Γ-function. To obtain the asymptotic expansion for small values of x, one first notices that N 1 (x) satisfies the differential equation
where γ E ≈ 0.5772156649 is Euler's constant, and Ei is the exponential integral function [51] . Solving the previous equation, one obtains a different integral representation for N 1 (x):
Using this expression it is trivial to obtain the expansion of N 1 (x) for x → 0:
We define
where C is a loop contour going counterclockwise around the negative real axis, K 1 (x) and J 1 (x) are Bessel functions [51] , and H r (t) is defined by
Note that H r (t) is such that K 3 1 (t) − H r (t) ∼ t log 2 t for |t| → 0. We want now to derive the asymptotic behaviour of N 2 (x) for large and small values of x. Substituting w = xz and s = t/ √ x we can rewrite
To derive the small-x behaviour, we expand J 1 (s √ x) (the corresponding series converges everywhere since J 1 (z) is an entire function) obtaining
Since |arg w| < π, we can define t = √ ws, and rotate the contour so that t belongs to the positive real axis. We obtain
The last integral can be done exactly. We get
with the convention that, for n < 2, the summation is zero. Substituting in Eq. (A.10) we obtain
This expression can be simplified and one obtains the final result
This expansion converges absolutely for all values of x and allows the computation of N 2 (x) up to quite large values of x with a small effort. It gives immediately the small-x expansion of N 2 (x).
To compute the large-x behaviour of N 2 (x), we start by introducing the Mellin transforms of [K 3 1 (t) − H r (t)]/t and of J 1 (t). Explicitly, we define 14) and compute
Eqs. (A.14) and (A.15) are defined for Re z > 0 and −1 < Re z < 3 2 respectively. Using the Parseval formula for Mellin transforms, we can rewrite N 2 (x) as
where γ is any real number with −1 < γ < 1. Let us now show that N 2 (x) → 0 for x → ∞ faster than x −3+ǫ , for any ǫ > 0. Indeed
Let us first consider the integral f (w). For |y| → ∞, an easy computation shows that |M(1 − γ − iy)| ∼ |y| p(γ) e −πy/2 , where p(γ) is an exponent we do not need to know explicitly. In the same limit the ratio of Γ-functions behaves as |y| γ−1 . Thus, the integral f (w) is finite for |arg w| < π. For |arg w| → π, depending on the value of γ, the integral may be finite or diverge as a power of (|arg w| − π). But, with our choice of C, |arg w| → π corresponds to Re w → −∞. In this limit the integrand in (A.17) decreases exponentially, therefore making the whole expression finite. Finally notice that
(A.19) where χ(condition) is 1 if the condition is satisfied, 0 otherwise. It follows 20) where C is the part of C with − . It is possible to choose C so that |Im w| is constant along C. It is then trivial to show that the second integral in Eq. (A.20) is bounded by x p e −x/2 , where p is an appropriate power. Thus |N 2 (x)| < const x −5/2−γ/2 . Since γ is arbitrary with γ < 1, the result follows immediately. A little more work, using the technique presented for N 3 (x), allows to show that
It is interesting to notice that, by adding additional terms in H r (x), one can make N 2 (x) decrease faster: if H r (x) is such that K
where C is a loop contour going counterclockwise around the negative real axis, J 1 (x) is a Bessel function [51] and H r (t) is defined in Eq. (A.7). The small-x behaviour is easily computed using the same procedure as before. We obtain
where H r (z) is the Mellin transform of H r (t)/t:
This expansion converges absolutely for all values of x and it gives immediately the small-x expansion of N 3 (x). Let us now compute the behaviour for large values of x. We rewrite N 3 (x) as
where 26) and θ(x) is Heaviside's step function. Let us first consider L 1 (x). Using the Parseval formula for Mellin transforms we obtain 27) where 28) and γ is a real number satisfying −5 < γ < −3. Now, rewrite the previous expression for L 1 as
where, in the first integral, γ is real such that 0 < γ < 
we obtain L 1 (x) = 27 128
The computation of the asymptotic behaviour of L 2 (x) is completely analogous. We have, discarding terms of order
(A.33) Using the previous results and (n ≥ 0)
we obtain
Summing up, we have
We want now to report the small-ρ behaviour of the Fourier transform of N 2 (Q 2 )+ N 3 (Q 2 ) that we use in Sec. 3. We define
where, cf. Eq. (3.15),
Using the definitions of N 2 (x) and N 3 (x) we can rewrite
(A.39) Using the fact that, for any function h(Q 2 ), we have
we can perform the integral over Q, cf. formula 6.541 of Ref.
[51], obtaining
Expanding for ρ → 0, after a lengthy calculation, we obtain (A.43) Numerically A ≈ −1.30204.
where Ei(x) is the exponential integral function [51] . We are interested in the behaviour of g 1 (x) for large and small values of x. These expansions are easily obtained using the corresponding results for Ei(x). For x ≪ 1 we obtain
For x ≫ 1 we have the asymptotic expansion
For x ≪ 1 we have
For x ≫ 1 we obtain
[50] With the reported error estimates, this increase is not statistically significant: however, the χ 2 of the fits seems to indicate that the "correct" errors are at least a factor of three smaller.
[51] I. S. Gradshteyn and I. M. Ryzhik, Table 3 : Results for the fit g(ρ) = f w,∞ exp(−Dρ δ ) for ρ > ρ min . The first three columns refer to g(ρ) = f w,M C (ρ), the last three columns to g(ρ) = f w,M C (ρ)ρ 0.169 . Here f w,M C (ρ) is the Monte Carlo "wall-to-wall" EEDF. Table 5 : Results for the fit g(ρ) = f ∞ exp(−Dρ δ ) for ρ > ρ min . The first three columns refer to g(ρ) = f M C (ρ), the last three columns to g(ρ) = f M C (ρ)ρ −0.255 . Here f M C (ρ) is the Monte Carlo EEDF.
